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Question1
Indicate whether each of the statements in COLUMN I apply to A ONLY, B ONLY, BOTH A AND B or NONE
of the items in COLUMN II. Write A only, B only, both A and B, or none

Answer:

Question1

1. Both A and B
2. Both and B
3. None

Indicate whether each of the statements in COLUMN I apply to A ONLY, B ONLY, BOTH A AND B or NONE
of the items in COLUMN II. Write A only, B only, both A and B, or none

Question 2:
Coyote

• What type of evidence for
evolution is represented
here (in Fig 1)?
• What is a biological
species?
• Describe how these three
species could have
evolved from a common
ancestor.

Jackal

Dingo

Fig1 . The present-day distribution of three closely related
species of the dog family, the coyote, jackal and dingo, is
shown on the world map below.
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Question 2:
Coyote

• What type of evidence for
evolution is represented here
(in Fig 1)? = Biogeography
What is a biological species? =
Similar organisms
- that can interbreed
- to produce fertile offspring

Jackal

Dingo

Fig1 . The present-day distribution of three closely related
species of the dog family, the coyote, jackal and dingo, is
shown on the world map below.

Question 2:
Coyote
•

Describe how these three species could
have evolved from a common ancestor.

The original population /common ancestor
once lived on a large continent - and became
separated by continental drift/oceans
- There was no gene flow amongst the three
populations
- Each population experienced different
environmental conditions - and underwent
natural selection independently
- The individuals in each population became
different
- genotypically and phenotypically
- Even if the (three) populations are mixed
again
- they would not be able to interbreed/produce
fertile offspring - forming the different species,
the coyote, jackal and dingo

Jackal

Dingo

Fig1 . The present-day distribution of three closely related
species of the dog family, the coyote, jackal and dingo, is
shown on the world map below.

Question 3
Artificial selection occurs when;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

the environment controls which organisms will survive.
humans determine which organisms will survive.
the extremes of the population have a lesser chance to survive.
the extremes of the population have a better chance to survive.
the organisms on one extreme of the population have a better
chance to survive than those on the other extreme.
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Question 4
The distribution of different organisms over the surface of the
earth;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

offers evidence for evolution.
provides evidence for a single center of evolution.
appears to be simply a matter of chance.
is not affected by biogeographical features.
is primarily the result of human activities.
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Question 5
Lamarck's contribution to the theory of evolution was the concept of;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

natural selection.
catastrophism.
inheritance of acquired characteristics.
mutation.
geographic distribution of organisms.
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Question 6
The operation of natural selection depends upon the fact that;
a) the strong always survive, whereas the weak always die.
b) some individuals have a better chance to produce more
offspring.
c) mutations are always harmful.
d) acquired characteristics are inherited.
e) reproduction of all members of a species is virtually the same.
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Question 7
Genetic variation is the result of all but which one of the
following?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

alteration in chromosome structure or number
gene mutation
independent assortment
the role of environment in controlling genetic expression
crossing over and genetic recombination
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Question 8
On the Galápagos Islands, Charles Darwin observed ;
a) completely unrelated species on each of the islands.
b) species exactly like those found in South America.
c) somewhat similar species, with traits that suited their
particular environments.
d) species completely unrelated to those found in South
America.
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Question 9
When farmers select animals or plants to use for breeding, they
look for ;
a)
b)
c)
d)

species that are perfect and unchanging.
homologous structures.
traits that are produced artificially.
natural variations that are present in a species.
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Question 10
When lions prey on a herd of antelopes, some antelopes are
killed and some escape. Which part of Darwin’s concept of
natural selection might be used to describe this situation?
a)
b)
c)
d)

acquired characteristics
reproductive isolation diversity.
survival of the fittest
descent with modification
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Question 11
In a small group of people living in a remote area, there is a high incidence
of “blue skin”, a condition that results from a variation on the structure of
haemoglobin. All of the “blue-skinned” residents can trace their ancestry to
one couple, who were among the original settlers of this region. The
unusually high frequency of “blue skin” in the area is an example of ;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

mutation
genetic drift
natural selection
sexual selection
heterozygote advantage
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Question 12
Please complete the table

Question 12
Lamarckism
This concept
Lamarck.

Darwinism
was

developed

by

Jean-Baptiste

It suggests that the organisms can pass their acquired
characteristics to their offspring.

It mainly occurs due to the theory of use and disuse.

This theory was invented by Charles Darwin.
It states that the origination and development of an
organism should be created through the process of
natural selection.
This occurred due to the continuous variations of
organisms

This theory is not based on the theory of survival of the
fittest.

It follows the theory of survival of the fittest.

Example: The long neck of a giraffe.

Example: Keen eyesight of a hawk.

Question 13
Write an account showing how Lamarck would have explained the development of longer
necks in modern giraffes. (5)

Question 13
Write an account showing how Lamarck would have explained the development of longer necks in
modern giraffes. (5)
•All giraffes had short necks✔ originally.
•These giraffes frequently stretched✔their necks.
•They did this to reach the leaves that were available only higher up on the trees.✔
•As a result, their necks became longer.✔
•The characteristic of long necks acquired in this way was then passed on to the next generation.✔
•Eventually all the giraffes had longer necks.✔ (5)

Question 14
Write an account showing how Darwin would have explained the development of longer
necks in modern giraffes. (7)

Question 14
Write an account showing how Darwin would have explained the development of longer necks in modern
giraffes. (7)
• As a result of genetic variation✔ in the giraffe population some giraffe had longer necks than others.✔
• As a result of leaves being available only higher up on trees,✔ giraffes competed for these leaves.
• Giraffes with shorter necks died.✔
• Giraffes with longer necks survived.✔
• This is natural selection.✔
• The allele ✔ for longer necks was passed on to subsequent generations.✔
• Eventually all the giraffes had longer necks.✔ (7)

Question 15
Explain why Lamarck’s theory was rejected. (2)

Question 15
Explain why Lamarck’s theory was rejected. (2)
There is no evidence ✔ to show that acquired characteristics are inherited ✔/There is no
evidence that structures used more frequently become more developed or vice versa (2)

Question 16
Use the information in the figure below to explain how a
new species of rabbit has arisen because of a geographical
barrier. (9)

•A population of rabbits become split✔ by a
geographical barrier/river✔

Question 16
Use the information in the figure below to explain how a new species
of rabbit has arisen because of a geographical barrier. (9)

•As a result, the two parts of the population
cannot interbreed.✔
•There is no gene flow✔ between the two
populations.
•Natural selection occurs independently✔ in
each population due to different
environmental conditions✔ on either side of
the river.
•As a result, the two populations become
genotypically and phenotypically
different✔over a period of time.
•Even if the geographical barrier is removed
(ie the river returns to its normal course at
some later time), the rabbits will not be
able to interbreed again.✔
•We say that one or both parts of the rabbit
population have become a new species✔. [9]

Question 17
The diagram below represents the changes in a population of bacteria over
time as a result of exposure to an antibiotic over time.
Explain, in terms of natural selection, the shift in the resistance level of the
bacteria illustrated above. [8]

Question 17
The diagram below represents the changes in a population of bacteria
over time as a result of exposure to an antibiotic over time.
Explain, in terms of natural selection, the shift in the resistance level of
the bacteria illustrated above. [8]

There is a large degree of variation
in the bacteria population✔
1. When the antibiotic was first
used, it killed off a large
number of bacteria✔
2. But some bacteria were
resistant to the antibiotic✔
and survived✔
3. Those that survived were
able to reproduce✔
4. Increasing the population of
resistant bacteria✔
5. Continued use of the
antibiotic had little effect on
the resistant bacteria✔
6. Hence the resistant bacteria
increased✔
7. And non-resistant bacteria
decreased✔ [8]

Question 18
Study the phylogenetic tree on the right and answer the questions
based on it.
1.How long ago did the ancestral primate live on earth?(2)
2.Name the organism that shares the most distant common ancestor
with humans.(1)
3.Name the organism that is most closely related to humans. (1)
4.How many years ago did the New World monkeys split from the
common ancestor that gave rise to the Old World monkeys? (2)
5.For how long did the common ancestor that evolved into the
gibbons exist? Show your working. (3)
6.Humans and gorillas share many common characteristics with
primates. List THREE of these common characteristics. (3)[12]

Question 18
1.50✔ million years ago✔/mya

(2)

2.Lemurs✔ (1)
3.Chimpanzee✔ (1)
4.33✔ million years ago✔/mya (2)
5.22 million years - 15 million years✔ = 7✔million years✔ (3)
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Large brain✔
Eyes in front✔
Freely rotating arms✔
Long upper arms✔
Rotation around elbow joints✔
Bare fingertips or nails instead of claws✔
Opposable thumb✔
Upright posture✔ (any 3) (3) [12]

Question 19
Give the correct biological term for each of the following descriptions.

1.

The development of new species from existing species.

2.

A study of the distribution of organisms in different parts of the world.

3.

Similar structures in different organisms indicating common ancestry.

4.

Having a pointed face because of projecting jaws and nose.

5.

A group of similar organisms that can breed to produce fertile offspring.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Speciation✔
Biogeography✔
Homologous✔
Prognathous✔
Species✔

Question 19
Give the correct biological term for each of the following descriptions.
1.

A group of organisms of the same species that occupy a particular habitat.

2.

Only organisms with favourable characteristics survive.

3.

Using parents with particular desirable characteristics to obtain a combination of these
desirable characteristics in the offspring

4.

An opening in the skull through which the spinal cord passes

5.

Locomotion involving the use of a pair of hind limbs only
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Population✔
Natural selection✔
Artificial selection✔
Foramen magnum✔
Bipedal✔

Question 19
Give the correct biological term for each of the following descriptions.

1.

Mechanisms that prevent different species from reproducing with each other

2.

The study of fossils which provides evidence for evolution

3.

Sudden change to the genetic composition of an organism

4.

Branched diagram showing evolutionary relationships among organisms

5.

Remains of organisms that have existed in the past

6.

Genus to which Little Foot, Mrs Ples, Karabo and the Taung Child belong

7.

Genotypic and phenotypic differences among organisms of the same species
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Reproductive isolation✔
Paleontology✔
Mutation✔
Phylogenetic tree✔
Fossils✔
Australopithecus✔
Variation✔

Question 20
African apes and humans are similar. Both have …
1.small jaws and well-developed brow ridges.
2.opposable thumbs and bare fingertips.
3.gaps between their teeth and eyes in front.
4.an upright posture and a cranial ridge.
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Question 21
The diagram on the right shows Tiktaalik roseae, a fish that
may be the ancestor of the first organisms to live on land.

According to Lamarck, this species of fish may have evolved
the ability to 'walk' on land by …
1.undergoing natural genetic mutations which caused the
fins to develop into legs.
2.the process of natural selection.
3.passing on the acquired characteristic of fins to their
offspring.
4.stretching its fins and using them for 'walking'.
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Question 22
The diagram on the right compares characteristics of wild
sunflowers with sunflowers that have been artificially
selected.
Which ONE of the following characteristics was found
undesirable by humans?
1.Number of branches and leaf area
2.Plant height and leaf area
3.Plant height and flower diameter
4.Plant height and number of branches
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Question 23
Punctuated equilibrium suggests the following:
1.Evolution is always a slow and gradual process.
2.Natural selection does not explain evolution.
3.New species can appear quickly, over a relatively short period of time.
4.Artificial selection is the only mechanism that causes evolution.
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Question 24
A group of students observed that the long-term use of antibiotics results in the decreased
control of bacterial infections.
From this observation the students stated that:
Antibiotic resistance in bacteria is caused by the long-term use of antibiotics.
This statement is a/an …
1.theory.
2.aim.
3.hypothesis.
4.conclusion.
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Question 25
Scientists compare the number of differences in the amino acid sequence to see how closely
related species are. Fewer differences in the amino acid sequence mean the species are more
closely related. Cytochrome C is a protein that occurs in many species. The amino acid sequence
of this protein differs between species. The table below shows the number of differences in the
amino acid sequences of three species, A, B and C.

SPECIES A
SPECIES B

SPECIES B

SPECIES C

11

3
10

What type of evidence for evolution is being used in this table?
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What type of evidence for evolution is being used in this table? = Genetic evidence

Question 26
Scientists compare the number of differences in the amino acid sequence to see how closely
related species are. Fewer differences in the amino acid sequence mean the species are more
closely related. Cytochrome C is a protein that occurs in many species. The amino acid sequence
of this protein differs between species. The table below shows the number of differences in the
amino acid sequences of three species, A, B and C.
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11

3

SPECIES B
Give the LETTER of the species, A, B and C,
that should appear at positions 1, 2 and 3 in
the diagram on the right.(3)
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Answer:
1. A or C
2. C or A
3. B

Question 27
Describe the process of natural selection. (7)

Question 27
Describe the process of natural selection. (7)
•Organisms produce a large number of offspring✓
•There is variation amongst the offspring
•Some have favourable characteristics and some do not✓
•When there is a change in the environmental conditions✓/ there is competition
•organisms with favourable characteristics, survive✓
•whilst organisms with unfavourable characteristics, die✓
•The organisms that survive, reproduce✓
•and pass on the allele for the favourable characteristic to their offspring✓
•The next generation will therefore have a higher proportion of individuals with
the favourable characteristic✓

Question 28
Name the family to which all of the
represented organisms belong.(1)

Question 28
Name the family to which all of the
represented organisms belong.(1)

Hominidae✓

Question 29

Describe how cultural evidence is used to
support the theory of human evolution.(2)

Question 29

Describe how cultural evidence is used to
support the theory of human evolution.(2)
•Evidence such as tools✓ /weapons/
language/ artefacts is used to show
advances✓ in human development

Question 30

How long ago did the most recent common
ancestor of H. erectus and H. heidelbergensis
exist on earth?(1)

Question 30

How long ago did the most recent common
ancestor of H. erectus and H. heidelbergensis
exist on earth?(1)

3 mya

Question 31

Explain a possible reason why H. ergaster was
placed between A. afarensis and H.
heidelbergensis on the model.(2)

Question 31

Explain a possible reason why H. ergaster was
placed between A. afarensis and H.
heidelbergensis on the model.(2)
•H. ergaster shows characteristics of both✓A.
afarensis and H. heidelbergensis
•therefore it is a transitional✓

Question 32

Explain how the fossils of organisms that
existed from 4 mya to present time are used
to support the 'Out of Africa' hypothesis.(3)

Question 32
Explain how the fossils of organisms that
existed from 4 mya to present time are used
to support the 'Out of Africa' hypothesis.(3)
•The fossils of Australopithecus were ONLY found in
Africa✓
•The fossils of Homo habilis were ONLY found in Africa✓
•The OLDEST fossils of Homo erectus were found in
Africa✓
•The OLDEST fossils of Homo sapiens were found in
Africa✓
•This suggests that (the ancestors of) Homo sapiens
originated in Africa✓* *1 Compulsory + Any 2

Question 33
Study the two skulls shown on the
right and answer the questions that
follow.

1.

Which skull (A or B) is that of a
non-human primate?

2.

List FIVE OBSERVABLE
reasons (based only on features
that are visible in the diagram)
for your answer in question 1.

SKULL A

SKULL B

Question 33
Study the two skulls shown on the right and answer
the questions that follow.
Which skull (A or B) is that of a non-human primate?
Skull B
List FIVE OBSERVABLE reasons (based only on
features that are visible in the diagram) for your
answer in question 1.
Pronounced brow ridge3
Protruding jaw/prognathous3
Large canine
Small cranium
Cranial ridge across the top of the cranium

SKULL A

SKULL B

Question 34
Label SIX similarities between humans (Homo sapiens) and African apes

a

b

c
d

e
f

Question 34
Label SIX similarities between humans (Homo sapiens) and African apes

a

Freely rotating arms
b Longer upper arms
c Rotation around elbow joint
d Bare fingertips and nails instead of claws
e Opposable thumb
f Upright posture

Summary of the topics covered
Evidence of
evolution

Lamarckism

Darwinism

Natural
selection

Artificial
selection

Punctuated
equilibrium

Speciation

Human
evolution

Out of Africa
hypothesis

